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Food Retailing in PNW Region
The Pacific NW Region is known as a center of innovation in retailing in the U.S.

Portland and Seattle are both top ten Retail regions in the USA.

Some of the leading companies HQ there include:

Amazon Costco Starbucks Albertsons/Safeway Kroger/
Fred Meyer



On Friday, June 16th 2017
Everything Changed !







Amazons Leadership Principles with Jeff Bezos
https://youtu.be/B-xdfQv3I1k



Retailing at a Tipping Point?

“The rules of retailing indeed are being rewritten in this time 
of transformational change.  Innovation, collaboration, 
consolidation, integration, and automation will be required to 
reinvigorate commerce, profoundly impacting the way retailers 
do business now and into the future.” 

Deloitte 2018- Global Powers of retailing

About 646,000 results (0.45 seconds)



https://www.slideshare.net/FITCH_design/retail2020-pdf



The Four Waves of Retailing Evolution

•Wave 1: Producer Power

•Wave 2: Demand Creation

•Wave 3: Approaching Total Consumer Power

•Wave 4: Technology Explodes
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Wave 1: Producer Power (1800’s- 1920)

•Move from Agrarian to manufacturing society
• Industrialization, transportation, communications
• Supply can not keep up with demand……

•New Retail Models: Sears and Montgomery Wards
• Department stores-build it and they will come…..
• Production Orientation
• Single-product specific brands
• Fragmented markets and fragmented marketing



Wave 2: Demand Creation 
in Marketing Driven Economy

• In 1920’s first Ad agencies and research companies began to develop 
(radio/later TV)
• Sales programs and companies developed

• Business School developed

• Post WWII- rapid growth in the west world  

• Development of mass markets & infrastructure

• Golden age of branding/ lifestyle brands

• Development of supercenters/big box/nat. chains



Wave 3: Approaching Total Consumer Power

• Growth of retail space- 68 Sq Ft per capita, 6X

• Growth of globalization

• Proliferation of new brands & products- 40 for Tide

• Explosion in media/web sites/information tech.

• Consumer-driven; supply out paces demand

• Cheap money; quicker/easier access

• Retail: Mass/Dollar stores/outlet/differentiated grocery (Whole 
Foods/Trader Joes/New Seasons)



Wave 4:Technology Explodes- (2000’s to now)

• The Jobsian and Bezo’s era

• Technology embedded in every process-big data & analytics-facial 
technology- becons- mobile

• More over capacity- which drives discounting-which makes 
differentiation more important

• Trends: urban migration; population age shift; Racial & ethnic 
diversification; lifestyle shifts
• From needing stuff to demanding experiences

• From Conformity to customization 

• From wanting new to demanding new and now

• From Technology for work to tech. for life



Three Key Retail Trends
The retail trends for 2017 are focused squarely on understanding the 
art and science of catering to the customer. These focus on three main 
trend areas. 

• First, Changing Consumer Preferences:
• Less is more Customers are defining themselves less by how many things 

they own and more by how curated their lives are in terms of possessions 
and experiences- particularly true of millennials.  

• Customers are seeking experiences and products that reflect the personal 
brand they promote on social media.

• https://www.fmi.org/our-research/research-reports/u-s-grocery-shopper-
trends/#consumer Deloitte 2017

Global Powers of Retailing

Changing Consumer
Preferences

https://www.fmi.org/our-research/research-reports/u-s-grocery-shopper-trends/#consumer


Buyer Behavior Changing
‘Customers needs and expectations are changing.
They want to shop, when they want & how they
want, and we are transforming our business to
meet their expectation.”   Bill Simon, Walmart USA

“When shopping online:
51% use mobile  
AND
61% use tablets”

Amazon 2018 sales rank
Estimated to be #9 in USA, in 
2014 now #2!

Planet Retail









75% of consumers have purchased 
something completely unexpected 
at a discount retailer

http://www.internationalsupermarketnews.com/news/28562

In fact, one in five consumers surveyed 
stated that it is these unusual items that 
encourage them to head into the store and 
one of the main reasons why they shop at 
these specific supermarkets. Shoppers in 
the U.K.  Top unusual items were power 
tools and kitchen gagets.

Changing Consumer
Preferences



Key Retail Trends
The second is changing retail formats through the blurring of 
sectors and proliferation of on-demand fulfillment.

• The maker movement, the sharing economy, and other factors have made it 
increasingly difficult to define what a retailer is and does. As disruption and 
alternative business models persist, retailers will need to reinvent 
themselves. 
• In developing economies where customers are gaining purchasing power, there is a 

greater willingness to rely on less traditional retail models for more purchases.
• Low barriers to entry have led to the pop-up of new “retailers” like subscription 

model Dollar Shave Club, personalized clothing delivery service Trunk Club, and Blue 
Apron.

Deloitte 2017
Global Powers of Retailing

Changing Formats



The retail landscape, across the board, has changed dramatically in the past few years. 
Between 2010 and 2014, of the country’s top 100 retailers, 12 companies dropped off 
the list and of the remaining companies, 33 experienced less than 1.5% in annual  
domestic sales growth.2  Added to that, the average life span of a US company is 
shrinking, dropping to an average of 18 years 3 in 2012. That’s a staggering 74% drop 
from the 61-year lifespan reported in 1958.

NEW YORK, June 23, 2016—Since 2010, volatility in the retail industry has increased 250 
percent, resulting in $200 billion more of retail sales being “traded” among competitors, 
according to Deloitte’s “retail volatility index” (RVI).
Volatility—a measure of disruption in the industry—is now being driven by fragmentation 
of market share as small and mid-level players collectively steal share from traditional 
retailers, rather than the consolidation of the big-getting-bigger, which has driven the 
industry for the last 100 years.

Changing Formats
Increased Volatility In Retail Markets

https://www2.deloitte.com/us/en/pages/consumer-business/articles/beyond-trends-retail-volatility-index.html


June 2017 Virgina, USA Lidl opens

Bain projects U.S. food 
retailing’s deep-discount 
segment will grow at least 8% 
a year through 2020, five 
times the rate of traditional 
grocers. Aldi plans to spend 
$5 billion in the U.S. over the 
next five years opening nearly 
900 stores and remodeling 
hundreds more.

Changing Formats

https://www.wsj.com/articles/german-discount-grocer-aldi-sets-u-s-expansion-plan-1497229200


Changing formats: 
• On-demand shopping and fulfillment Relevancy will be 

determined by the ability of retailers to meet the on-
demand mindset of the modern customer. 
• Amazon and other on-demand delivery options have 

forever altered customer expectations for fulfillment. 
• Over the last three years the Netherlands, Germany, the 

UK and France have seen the highest growth rates for 
online grocery retail ranging from 20 to 50 percent CAGR.

Deloitte 2017
Global Powers of Retailing

Changing Formats



http://www.supermarketguru.com/the-lempert-report/farmstead-says-the-
supermarket-isn%E2%80%99t-necessary-any-longer.html

Farmstead Says The Supermarket Isn’t Necessary Any Longer

Farmstead is a San Francisco based artificial intelligence-powered micro-grocer operation that says it is poised 
to “reinvent” the supermarket model — if not completely eliminate it — with the help of analytics and 
technology that facilitates the delivery of food from farm to fridge in 60 minutes. 

Think of it as an online delivery with a different model. Farmstead customers select items they’d like to 
purchase from what the company calls a “curated array of local farm produce and grocery products.” After the 
first order is placed by a customer, the company’s AI technology uses the shopping list to predict each user’s 
habits and thus knows precisely how much food to order from local providers on a regular basis. Prices match 
those in traditional supermarkets. Delivery in one hour costs $4.99, same day $3.99 and no delivery charge at 
all if a customer commits to a weekly delivery.

http://www.supermarketguru.com/the-lempert-report/farmstead-says-the-supermarket-isn%E2%80%99t-necessary-any-longer.html
https://www.farmsteadapp.com/


https://www.entrepreneur.com/article/293870

Innovation: Food Trucks:
fastest growing Channel in US Food Industry

http://www.foodcartsportland.com/maps/

Changing Formats

https://www.entrepreneur.com/article/293870
http://www.foodcartsportland.com/maps/


The third is the transformative possibilities from living with 

exponential technologies, both in the store and beyond.

• The final trend is the arrival of exponential living. Much has been 
prophesized about the disruption coming from exponential 
technologies like artificial intelligence, robotics, sensors, and 
virtual reality. These technologies are no longer futuristic. 

• EBay, in partnership with Australian retailer Myer, has created the 
world’s first virtual reality department store.

Deloitte 2017
Global Powers of Retailing

Changing
Technology



• The impact of technology is not limited to the in-store 
experience. Exponentials are changing how we live and 
how we will shop. Consider the arrival of driverless cars 
and the potential impacts on behavior. Un-manned cars will 
allow smaller or hyper-local retailers to afford personal, 
same-day deliveries.

• The same impacts can be expected from the wide-scale 
adoption of augmented reality, 3D printing, holograms, and 
other technologies.

Deloitte 2017
Global Powers of Retailing

Changing
Technology



Amazon has patented an 
automated on-demand 
clothing factory

Process Innovation
Changing
Technology



Emergence of Digital Economy
Changing
Technology



Changing
Technology

E-Commerce is transforming the global retail landscape.
• With the rapid rise of click-and-collect services, more retailers—

including those selling primarily food—have established an online presence.
• Online sales grew at a composite rate of 18.3 percent in FY2015 for the 151 Top 250 

retailers with e-commerce operations—4.5 times faster than this group’s total 
retail revenue growth rate of 4.1 percent. 

• In FY2015, digital sales generated 35.3 percent of the combined retail revenue growth 
for the 151 companies with online operations. 

• The rapid shift to e-commerce is quite literally transforming the retail landscape. With 
online growth outpacing overall growth of retail sales, retailers are rationalizing their 
physical footprint and intensifying their e-commerce presence.

• Lowes is using 3-D imaging, shoppers can view life-size products such as appliances and 
see what they look like inside. High-tech touchscreens throughout the stores let 
shoppers browse Lowe’s complete assortment and  place orders for delivery



Global Retail Industry Worth USD 28 Trillion by 2019-
Berkshire Hathaway 2016 Businesswire.

The sector represents 31% of the world's GDP.

Hyper and supermarkets account for 35% of retail direct 
sales with USA and China at the forefront

E-commerce is expected to show a CAGR of 23% between 
2012 and 2019 in revenue and 12% for e-consumers. 

Global Retail Marketplace



Globalization of Retail
• Global Retail Consolidation
• Top 100 Retailers market share of top 250
• - 1998   15%
• - 2008   25%
• - 2018   40%

• Emerging markets are seen as key to growth strategies

• More companies are evolving from International to global growth 
strategies- Follow Costco entry to Europe.

Deloitte



Top Ten Global Retailers





World Population Growth:
Can you detect a trend?



What is this new Era?
Time of Change,    
Technology/Political/Ecological/Demand/Competitive

Crises,

Opportunity
“Never let a crises go to waste”  

Warren Buffet

Google: New Era of Marketing,           

About 13,400,000 results (0.51 seconds)



• We are living in an era where customers are in the driver’s seat more than ever 
before and they are craving authenticity, newness, convenience, & 
creativity. We are living in customer-driven economy.

• Retail Markets are in a time of Profound Disruption, many expect more 
change over the next five years as the past 50 years…

• Globalization, challenged, but increasing, new directions?                             
Global e-commerce will be $4 trillion in 2020.

• Retailing is roughly 1/3 the worlds economy- what are the implications for 
other industries?  In USA 25% of Employment is in retail. Employment, real 
estate, supporting industries, logistics?????????

• Today is Day One in Retailing!

Conclusions



Jeff Bezos
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You
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